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@Read Epub ? Washington Black à Washington Black Is An Eleven Year Old Field Slave
Who Knows No Other Life Than The Barbados Sugar Plantation Where He Was Born

When His Master S Eccentric Brother Chooses Him To Be His Manservant, Wash Is
Terrified Of The Cruelties He Is Certain Await Him But Christopher Wilde, Or Titch, Is A
Naturalist, Explorer, Scientist, Inventor, And Abolitionist He Initiates Wash Into A World
Where A Flying Machine Can Carry A Man Across The Sky Where Two People, Separated
By An Impossible Divide, Might Begin To See Each Other As Human And Where A Boy
Born In Chains Can Embrace A Life Of Dignity And Meaning But When A Man Is Killed And
A Bounty Is Placed On Wash S Head, Titch Abandons Everything To Save Him What
Follows Is Their Flight Along The Eastern Coast Of America, And, Finally, To A Remote
Outpost In The Arctic, Where Wash, Left On His Own, Must Invent Another New Life, One
Which Will Propel Him Further Across The Globe From The Sultry Cane Fields Of The
Caribbean To The Frozen Far North, Washington Black Tells A Story Of Friendship And
Betrayal, Love And Redemption, Of A World Destroyed And Made Whole Again And Asks
The Question, What Is True Freedom

I was curious about how people reviewed this book and it appears that the Goodreads

consensus is a historical adventure story that gets boring as time passes and I would like to
say for the record that these reviews are all wrong Yes, technically I suppose you can
classify this as an adventure story There are journeys across several countries and
continents, there are searches and escapes, there is a cast of eccentric characters But I
don t really care much for that kind of story, I don t get much of a thrill from blimps or ships
or what have you And while clearly Edugyan is piling on these Victorian adventure twists
and enjoying it, it is not her true purpose It s just the trappings and it seems to me,
especially from those who seem to find the book getting progressively less interesting, that
many readers haven t seen the forest for the trees.Because ultimately this is a moving and
sad book about how a slave who becomes a freeman forms his own identity How can you
see yourself as a full person when you were born in a world where you were not a person
How can you give yourself humanity when the people around you do not see you as fully
human Wash s adventures are not rollicking fun because he spends much of his life looking
over his shoulder, worried that he is going to be captured and made a slave again How do
you try to build a life and enjoy it when it could be taken away from you at any moment For
me, Wash s story gets interesting as time passes and he gets removed from his life as a
slave He begins to ask bigger questions and Edugyan presents one of the most modern
and complex takes on abolitionists I ve ever seen, one that you cannot help but consider in
a present day context This book bubbles with modern questions on race and allyship, about
seeing people as symbols, about idealism vs pragmatism, and how even so called good
people can still be infected with racism even when they try to work against racist systems I
can get easily bogged down in historical fiction that s too heavy but that didn t happen here,
though I did have to work a bit to slow myself down There are a few scenes that are so
intense, especially one involving a slave catcher, that I had a physical reaction I m so glad
this got enough awards attention to catch my eye, it absolutely deserves it A truly stellar
accomplishment, and a book I d consider reading either as a companion to Whitehead s
THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD or as a substitute if you re worried that book is going to
be too traumatic This one has much less active racial violence and fear, though there is
obviously some. 5 stars for part one of the book because it excited my interest.4 stars for
the generally, really wonderful writing.3 stars for the second part of the book, good but
elements were starting not to hang together.2 stars for the third part because I was getting
fed up with tell rather than show.1 star for the sheer, dragging boredom of all the unlikely
things that happen and the just as unlikely rationales, and having to wade my way through
what now seems like turgid prose just to say I finished the book.I made the effort and
finished the book It had a strong start with an unusual twist on slavery in the West Indies
and introduced a lot of really good plot lines, most of which were abandoned The second
part of the book set in the Arctic ended up making no sense whatsoever and when later it
was referred to as if to try and clear up a rather stupid scene, it made even less sense Do
not read the spoiler if you are going to read the book view spoiler The abolitionist whose

brother has committed suicide, has rescued Washington, the slave boy, from being charged
with murder and they have ended up in the Arctic looking for his supposedly dead father So
the abolitionist then commits suicide by wandering off into the featureless ice and snow Or
so we think What he said he actually did is not explained, but what he said he did, ivisibly
living among the people without them ever knowing, is the province of magical realism and
this book doesn t fall into that genre hide spoiler 4.5 stars, rounded up How was it
possible, thought I, that we lived in such nightmare and all the while a world of men
continued just over the horizon, men such as these, in ships moving in any direction the
wind might lead them George Washington Wash Black is an 11 year old slave growing up
on a sugar plantation in Barbados in 1830 He has felt the cruelty of his master and his
overseers, and seen the violence with which other slaves are treated But when the master
dies, there is little time to rejoice, as the new master appears to be equally, if not , twisted
and sadistic.Wash is surprised and frightened when he is pulled from the fields to become
the manservant to the master s eccentric brother Christopher Wilde, or Titch, as Wash calls
him, is a man of science, a man desperate to study the natural world around him and make
brilliant discoveries Titch treats Wash as his research assistant, and under Titch s tutelage,
Wash s talent for nature drawing begins to flourish.Titch s greatest dream is to soar through
the skies in the Cloud Cutter, a balloon like contraption he has designed No one, Wash
included, believes it will ever be able to leave the ground or travel far, yet Titch is
determined to make sure it is ready for the right conditions And when a man dies, and
Wash is the leading suspect, Titch and Wash know they must disappear far from Barbados
and they hope the Cloud Cutter will help them get on their way.The two make their way
across the Atlantic, traveling up the east coast of the U.S., up into Canada and eventually,
to a remote outpost in the Arctic All the while they live in fear that the bounty hunter
searching for Wash will find them, but they fail to understand that black men are treated the
same way no matter where they are It had happened so gradually, but these months with
Titch had schooled me to believe I could leave all misery behind, I could cast off all
violence, outrun a vicious death I had even begun thinking I d been born for a higher
purpose, to draw the earth s bounty, and to invent I had imagined my existence a true and
rightful part of the natural order How wrong headed it had all been I was a black boy, only I
had no future before me, and little grace or mercy behind me I was nothing, I would die
nothing, hunted hastily down and slaughtered When Titch and Wash are separated, Wash
realizes for the first time that he is the only person he can count on to save himself and
change his life s circumstances His journey takes him through Canada, to England,
Amsterdam, and the windswept deserts of Morocco Amazingly, he learns the lessons it
takes men their entire lives to learn if that , lessons about betrayal, love, identity,
independence, and self worth Washington Black is a tremendously thought provoking look
at a boy who becomes a man as most of the world looks at him as less than that Wash
knows he is than people believe he is, yet proving that to them and himself causes

emotional pain, and puts him at great risk He is a tremendously fascinating character, one it
will be very hard to forget.Esi Edugyan is a magnificent storyteller, and in addition to the
suspenseful, emotional, powerful parts of her story, she does a fantastic job with imagery as
well, as her characters travel across the world This book is a meditation on what freedom
truly is, and how we are just as responsible for freeing ourselves as those whom have kept
us captive It is a story that will make you think, it will make you angry at times, and in the
end, it will make you feel.I ve never read anything of Edugyan s before, but I was
tremendously impressed with her talent This isn t necessarily a fast paced book although it
never felt slow I just immersed myself in Wash s incredible journey See all of my reviews at
itseithersadnessoreuphoria.blogspot.com. Despite a cover that is currently winking at me
with come hither gold foiled clouds, this book was one mammoth slog from beginning to end
The most generous thing I can find to say is that it fairly zips along but to what purpose I am
unsure.Much focus has been placed on why a crime novel like Snap is on the Man Booker
longlist but at the moment I am looking askance at this middling historical fiction adventure
tale I am not adverse to historical fiction, Hilary Mantel being the master in my eyes, nor do
I distain the odd adventure storyThe North Waterpolar bears Eskimos Murder however this
book is one damp squib of disappointment by comparison It starts on a sugar plantation in
Barbados in 1830 and so would seem to be headed in the direction of a slave narrative but
this ain t no Homegoing orThe Underground Railroad Many of the characters, had potential
but ultimately lacked depth and often drifted inexplicably away, Big Kit, Titch Bad guys were
easy to spot they were marked out early by their ghostly white, sickly countenances, flinty
and or watery eyes and most damming of all, their thin pale lips often curled into a snarl
They may as well just had a sign pinned on them evil.The novel slowly morphs into a sort of
Victorian era adventure novel complete with a gentleman scientist the enigmatic, Titch,
roaming about tasting grass and dirt, putting electric eels in barrels and dabbling unwisely
with hot air balloons I had been looking forward to this much vaunted balloon which graces
my cover in all it s Steampunk glory but it is soon abandoned in a ridiculous scene of
misadventure I am unsure how a book that seems to hint at a rollicking tale is so devoid of
any truly thrilling moments Even the attempt at the shadowy slave catcher plot line petered
out without raising a pulse Usually, I can find something redeeming to say about a 400 page
novel, lets see, there were some picturesque descriptions of nudibranches and colourful ink
squirting Octopodes It was nice that the main character, an ex slave known as Washington
Black, was an undiscovered scientific genius Largely self taught he excelled as a botanical
illustrator, diver, marine biologist, and inventor of the worlds first aquarium a truly
remarkable fellow Obviously, this book managed to set off several hot buttons for things
that frustrate me in books which is not just limited to underutilised balloons However, I have
in all likelihood been mean spirited here because this book made the Man Booker longlist
which is unconscionable to me in a year when there is a plethora of brilliantly written and
challenging fiction.
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